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”What’s your name? What do you do?”



QUALITY ENGINEERING



https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2016/10/06/3-how-americans-view-

their-jobs/



Job titles

describes responsibilities

express knowledge, skills 

and abilities
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Job titles

manage human capital

provide structure for 

compensation and 

appraisal



I am a 

developer!
I am a scrum 

master!
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Structure created for organisations to 
manage the human capital doesn’t 

always benefit us as employees
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My Mother



What title did my 
mother have?
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Job titles rarely describe what we actually do.

We assign our own meaning based on our 
worldview, experiences and biases.

This causes misunderstandings and unwanted 
or unclear  expectations.
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The Test 

Architect





A title affects people’s perception of you and the amount 
of power you might or might not be wielding.



HOW you perceive a title, what it means to you, seems to 
depend on your worldview, experiences and biases.



Meeting the 

client





Software Engineer



Spark Conversation
What is is that you actually do? 

What drives you? 

What are you good at?

What might differ you from others 

with the same title?



Exercise
I help 

teams…
Time: 2 minutes

In pairs or group of 3

Present yourself without mentioning your title

- What is is that you actually do? 

- What drives you? 

- What are you good at?

- What might differ you from others with the 

same title?
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Thank you! 

You may sit down now.



Self Reflection
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Agile Advocate

Scrum Master

Team Lead

Project Manager

Consultant

Test and Requirement Manager

Test Manager

Teacher

Software Tester

Self proclaimedOfficial

Quality Engineering Coach

Line Manager

Testability Advocate

Quality CoachVP
FounderVP of Marketing

Test Specialist Change Enabler

Job Titles

Workshop Facilitator



What rocks my world!
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Transparency 

People – help them excell 

Building teams

Self reflection

Continuos learning and improvement

Creating value

Experimentation
Exploration

Quality

IntegrityTrust

Inclusiveness Values, beliefs and normsFeedback

Craftship

Rebel

Psychological Safety 

Culture

Testability

Teams

Risks

Flow

Learn by doing

Visualisation

Question 
Biases 

Skills in testing

Pairing



Break the pattern
Do yourself a favour – don’t let others put a meaning to your title!
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Wrap up
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Three steps to avoid unwanted or  
unclear expectations on a title



THANK YOU
@mariakedemo
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What is a job title?
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Job titles are a cornerstone of modern organizations. As a recognized shorthand for describing a set 
of responsibilities held by one employee, a job title communicates the knowledge, skills, abilities, 
and other characteristics that employees who hold the job are likely to possess. Thus, job titles 
allow organizations to compare different types of contributions to the organization, and are linked 
to most human resource functions, including selection, performance appraisals, and compensation. 

Research shows that job titles also are important for coordination in teams, both because they can 
facilitate the development of trust (e.g., Bechky, 2006; Klein, Ziegert, Knight, & Xiao, 2006) and 
because they offer a way to manage the differentiation of skills between team members 
(Hollenbeck, Beersma, & Schouten, 2012).

Job titles also have meaningful implications for employees, both on and off the job. At work, our 
titles are often the first information that we communicate about ourselves to new colleagues, 
clients, and other key acquaintances. The titles of chef, accountant, engineer, and nurse tell us 
something about a person’s specific knowledge, competencies, status, and values, which can serve 
as a source of pride and identity for jobholders.

Ref. Adam M. Grant, Justin M. Berg, Daniel M.Cable


